PROJECTS & TECHNIQUES
Product tech – disassembly & cleaning

The process explained
Step 1

Most likely, the modest array of tools you’ll
need are already in your workshop. The
photo here on the left shows what we
typically use at the Bad Axe workshop.
These are common items you’ll either already
have, or can easily buy. You don’t need a
particularly large vice, such as the Wilton
with the 200mm jaws from my workshop –
something far more modest will suffice.
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Step 2

To do this, you’ll only need a modest array of tools

The saw doctor
will see you now

Step 3

Taking care of the frozen nuts

Carrying on from the last issue, Mark Harrell tackles the next stage
of bringing your saw back to life – disassembly and cleaning
Disassembly tools

A disassembled saw will typically consist of nine items

L

et’s put the disassembly and cleaning
of a backsaw into proper perspective:
who hasn’t disassembled a hand plane
early into one’s foray down the hand tool
world’s proverbial slippery slope? Not that
much to it, right? But, in the the two images
above, compare the inventory of hand plane
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A bench plane disassembled can easily total twent items

parts on the right to the far simpler anatomy
of a disassembled backsaw on the left –
here you have only a handle, plate, saw back
and fasteners, see? So let’s stop treating
saw disassembly as a mystical practice
hailing from the realm of Merlin’s black arts
and get on with it.

Remove the handle first. Doing so can
present a challenge, particularly if the
fasteners are locked tight and your
screwdriver serves only to spin them around
without releasing, so let’s discuss how to get
our frozen nuts off – our Canadian friends in
the frozen north assure me this is a common
malady. Drill a 20mm hole in the upper jaw
of a wooden clamp for screwdriver access,
and because leather is your friend when it
comes to tool maintenance, glue the inside
faces of the clamp with some cheap deer
hide, which is available at craft stores and
on eBay. Secure the handle tightly in the
clamp and ensure the business end of the
saw bolt is exposed within the access hole.
Now unscrew it. Easy, see? Leather and tight
compression works every time.

• Leather-lined wood clamp
• Leather-lined Angle iron
• 305mm mill file
• Sharpening files
• Dead-blow mallet
• Stout screwdriver
• Small crowbar
• Ruler
• Felt-tip pen
• Brass hammer
• Leather patches
• Canning wax
• Whetstone
• Masking tape
• Stout vice

Step 4

The story of saw backs
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Now let’s remove the saw back. But first, we
have to understand saw back technology.
Until 20 years ago, all backsaws were made
with the traditional folded saw back – the
thick rib of folded brass or carbon steel
metal sprung tightly onto the thin plate of a
backsaw. Unlike handsaws, backsaw plates
are deliberately thin for making furnituregrade joinery cuts and the saw back keeps
the plate rigid. When interest in hand tools
renewed during the mid-90s, sawmakers
adopted a more production-friendly process
by milling a slit along the underside of a
piece of brass bar stock and gluing the plate
in place. While this is a perfectly serviceable
method, one must never attempt to remove
the saw back on a new saw using this
method of attachment, or else you’ll ruin the
plate. The photo here tells the story.
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As for lifting the saw back, it’s always a
good idea to apply a penetrating oil along
the underside of the sawback and let it work
into the metal overnight; this will prevent the
softer metal of the saw back from bowing
when you lift it afterwards. When you’re
ready, cinch the plate in between leatherlined angle-irons – simple enough to make
with deer hide and 3M spray adhesive –
which are in turn clamped by the vice. Leave
about 6mm of the plate exposed at the toe
end of the plate/back assembly and rest the
heel end of the saw back onto the surface
of the angle iron, with your vice clamping
the plate quite tightly. If you have a small
vice, use C-clamps to cinch up the ends
of your angle iron. Now jam the fork of your
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crowbar underneath the leading edge of
the plate where it enters into the saw back.
Again, leather is your friend at this step.
Stick a small square of it inside the fork
to protect the underside of the saw back.
Lift the back while pushing inward with the
crowbar. Do NOT lever the saw back by
pushing down with the crowbar – you’ll dent
and mar the underside of the saw back.
Rather, put your shoulder into the equation
and press your crowbar upwards. See the
saw back shift upward from the spine of the
plate? Don’t get in a rush at this point by
attempting to complete this process with just
one lift. Release the jaws of your vice and
reposition the plate like before, then repeat
the process. It usually takes about three lifts,
maybe four, until you have raised the saw
back sufficiently off the spine to the point
where you can pull off the rest by hand. Now
you have completely separated the handle,
back and fasteners apart from one another –
you’re ready to clean.

Step 5

Note the products I have laid out around
the saw, but here’s the main thing: all
you’re doing is gently cleaning the saw.
There is no school solution here – no one,
true way, only common sense. Rust invites
friction, so let’s get rid of it. You’re going to
scrape away paint blotches and scaly rust
with your razor – or a sharp wooden edge
for a brass saw back – followed by working
over the plate with a rust eraser and/or
an abrasive pad. Often there will be a
‘grime line’ tracing the outline of the handle
and underside of the back – this is where
your razor comes in handy to gently scrape
off the rust and hardened grime along this
area. You’ll use some sort of rust-dissolving
agent – pick a brand, I’m partial to the
Wizards products here in the US – to work
through the rust. Again, adopt a coarse,
medium-fine approach and eventually you
will clean your way through a series of
unused cotton cloths to clean your plate
and saw back. Take care that you don’t
wipe out the etch on your plate if it still
exists. Your goal is to simply clean and
make your plate smooth, NOT to turn it into
a mirror. Use your dental pick and gently
clean and buff out your fasteners – there is
no need to make them brilliant, but rather
to achieve a dull gleam you’d find on a very
well-protected antique. As for the wood,
all that is required is to gently clean and
rejuvenate. If you have a handle repair or new
horns to graft onto the handle – which will be
explained in the next article – then hold off
on treating the wood, but simply sand and/or
scrape away the grime and paint splatters.

Raising the saw back to separate the handle, back and fasteners

Cleaning tools

Apply a penetrating oil along the underside of
the saw back

• Dental pick
• 3M abrasive pads: coarse and medium
• Dremel
• Rust eraser
• Kramer’s wood treatment
• Wizards metal seal
• Spraybees rust shield and wood
treatment
• Wizards metal renew
• Dust mask
• Cotton polishing cloths
• X-Acto knife
• Brass toothbrush
• Scraping razor

Conclusion

And your work here is done. Remember,
a clean plate – not a mirror reflection –
is all that is required to achieve your goal:
a smooth saw cut. Don’t worry about the
dark, even blackish rust stains underneath
the rust once you’ve cleaned off the rust.
There is surely no sense in grinding metal
away to reveal the bright — all you’ll do is
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Products needed for cleaning the saw

waste hours doing so, which might even
compromise the temper of the spring steel.
All you need to do is clean your saw to
achieve the very well-preserved antiqued

look you’re seeking to achieve at this stage.
In the next article, we’ll look at the next
stage in this process: restoring the handle
on your vintage saw. F&C
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